LAND AND FARMS

NEW AGRICULTURE BILL COULD HERALD

MORE REGULATIONS
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Sometimes the devil is in the detail and as a
detail man, lack of it worries me.
We are told by government that “the Agriculture
Bill provides for a range of enabling powers to
ensure stability for farmers as the UK exits from the
EU’s Common Agricultural Policy and compliance
with the World Trade Organisation Agreement
on Agriculture. It also introduces new measures
to change the way in which farmers and land
managers are supported in the longer term”.
We also know that Michael Gove is keen to
“establish a new system based on public money for
public goods”.
So far so supportive, but it would be naive to
assume that new regulations won’t mean, er… new
regulations. That is to say, enforcement, inspection
and compliance. And given that the Bill is designed to
“enable” the vision outlined above, it’s thin on detail.
I recently attended a DEFRA/Natural England
seminar on ELMS (the proposed successor to
Stewardship) and there, lurking among the apparent
power tussle between the organisations and the
myriad of elements that they were seeking feedback
on, was this statement from DEFRA: “There will be
an enforced regulatory baseline and ELM will only
pay for benefits that go beyond that baseline”.
Having trawled the Bill, there is in fact very little
on the use of the “stick”, it is all about the use of
the “carrot”, but a new baseline for the industry is
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How much nitrogen you can spread in NVZs

There is a limit per hectare on the amount of crop-available nitrogen
from organic manure and
manufactured fertiliser that you can apply to most crops in any 12 month
period (the N max limit).
You must make sure the average nitrogen application rate in kilograms
per hectare (kg N/ha) does not
exceed the N max limit for that crop type.

Reduce water pollution from nitrates by using and storing fertiliser and
manure carefully in NVZs.

The N max limits

Nitrate Vulnerable Zones for 2017 to 2020 started on 1 January 2017.
NVZ.
Find out if your land is in an NVZ
If the rules that you must meet for cross compliance change, RPA will let you know.

Crop
Wheat, autumn or early winter sown

What you must do and must not do

Wheat, spring sown

Your scheme payments may be affected if you do not comply with the following rules.

Barley, winter

Where you cannot spread fertilisers
Before you spread manures, manufactured fertilisers or other nitrogen-containing materials, you
must inspect conditions in the field to assess the risk of run-off to surface water. If you spread organic
manure you must produce a risk map of your holding (read ‘Records to keep for NVZs’).

180
180

Standard crop
yield (t/ha)
8
7
6.5

Barley, spring

150

Oilseed rape, winter

5.5

250

3.5

Sugar beet

120

n/a

Potatoes

270

Forage maize

n/a

the slope of the land, especially if over 12°

150

n/a

•

ground cover

Field beans

•

proximity to surface water

Peas

0

•

weather conditions

Grass

n/a

•

soil type and condition

300

n/a

•

the presence of land drains.

Group 1

To decide if there is a significant risk of nitrogen getting into surface water you should account for:
•

Basic Payment Scheme
Countryside Stewardship
Entry Level Stewardship
Higher Level Stewardship
English Woodland Grant Scheme

N max
limit (kg
N/ha)

220

Asparagus, carrots, radishes, swedes
- individually or in any combination

You must not spread:
•

if you iidentify a significant risk of runoff getting into surface water

•

manufactured fertiliser within 2 metres of surface water

•

organic manure within 50 metres from a spring, well or borehole

•

organic manure within 10 metres of surfacewater

•

if a field is waterlogged, flooded, snow covered, or has been frozen for more than 12 hours in the
previous 24 hours

•

in closed periods – read ‘Restrictions on spreading organic manures’ (with a high readily
available nitrogen c
content).

it is spread between 1 June and 31 October inclusive
it is not spread directly onto surface water

•

the total annual amount does not exceed 12.5 tonnes per hectare (t/ha).

n/a

n/a
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n/a

Adjustments you can make to your nitrogen limit (N max):
•

•
•
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clearly in the government’s thinking.
There are at least two angles to consider in
relation to this statement. Firstly: Will ELM reward
farmers for what they already do – or is what’s
already happening going to be taken as the
expected minimum, so only improvements over and
above the current set-up will be rewarded?
Secondly – and totally aside from ELM – are we
to expect a more stringent regulatory regime?
I left Birmingham with the distinct impression
that there is a feeling in Whitehall that while there
may be a good many rules and regulations relating
to our sector, many of them were not well enforced
or even adhered to.
We are all very familiar with Cross Compliance,
but cast your mind back, can you remember why it
is Cross Compliance and not just Compliance? It’s
because the rules that you are currently required
to comply with to secure your BPS largely already
existed. We have learnt to live in fear of the PIF

180

280

Group 3
Beetroot, brussels sprouts, cabbage,
calabrese, cauliflower, leeks individually or in any combination

On Sites of Special Scientific Interest and agri-environment scheme land which is used for breeding
wader birds or as species-rich semi-natural grassland, you can spread solid manure within 10 metres of
a surface water if:
•

n/a

Group 2
Celery, courgettes, dwarf beans,
lettuce, onions, parsnips, runner
beans, sweetcorn, turnips individually or in any combination

If you use precision manure-spreading equipment such as band spreaders, shallow injectors or dribble
bar applicators, you may spread manure up to 6 metres from surface water.

•

0

For wheat and barley, you can apply an additional 20kg N/ha for every
tonne that expected
yield exceeds the standard yield shown in the table.

If you’ve applied straw for mulching or paper sludge to the previous
or current crop, you can
apply an additional 80kg N/ha.
You can apply an additional 40kg N/ha to milling wheat varieties.
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(permanent ineligible feature) and some have even
had the misfortune of having their crops recoded,
but once the RPA are free from the quantitative
approach of BPS they will be able to return to
policing regulations of the past (and future).
At its simplest, have a look at the last Cross
Compliance handbook you can lay your hands on, it
doesn’t really matter which year as you need to flick
straight to the SMRs section. The point with SMRs
is that they are statutory, even if you don’t claim
BPS, and you won’t be in the future anyway, you
have to comply with these rules by statute.
Now please don’t misunderstand me, I’m really
not trying to put the frighteners on you; I hate
NVZ calculations as much as the next man (that’s
Kevin’s department) and last time I asked Trading
Standards for an R13 Feed Hygiene Registration
they had absolutely no clue what I was on about;
but there is something ominously missing in the
Agriculture Bill and ironically it’s regulation.

• Basic Payment Scheme
• Farm and Estate Management
• Farm Business Consultancy
• Rent Reviews
• Countryside Stewardship
• Ecological Surveys
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